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Abstract 
In this paper some boundedness of the minimax series of a certain function f involving numerical values of the function 
and its derivative are obtained. Such results are obtained by using the Bernstein polynomials. 
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1.  In t roduct ion  
Let f be a continuous function on [a, b]. Hn will designate the set of all polynomials of degree 
less or equal than n, and /7 the set of all polynomials. As it is well known the minimax of f for 
each n is given by 
E.(f) = min max If(x) - p(x)J = min  llf - Pll~" 
pElIn a<~x<<.b pElIn 
Let us consider the minimax series which is given by the expression 
(3O 
S(f) = Z Ek(f). 
k=O 
This series represents he sum of all the errors of the best polynomial approximations of f, hence 
it can be seen as a "measure" of how good the function f can be approximated by polynomials. 
Such a series already appear in Bernstein's paper (1931). Its study is an important opic in 
polynomial approximation theory and has certain conextions with interpolation, umerical integration, 
Chebychev series, functional analysis and moment problems. 
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It shoud be very convenient to calculate S( f )  for every continuous function f on [a, b], but this 
is not possible in practice. S( f )  is known only for some functions f .  For example, if f = T, (the 
nth Chebychev polynomial), then S(T,) = n for [a,b] --- [ -1,  1]. 
On the other hand, S( f )  could be infinite, for example S(I x I) = cc for [a, b] = [-1,  1], but if 
f E C~2~[a, b] then by a Jackson theorem S( f )  < c~ (see [1, p. 147). In fact, S( f )  ~< 2 II f 
II f "  for [a, b] = [-1,  1]. 
If F = { f  E C[a, b] : S ( f )  < ~) ,  then F is a vector space and 
S:F  ~ 
f ~ S( f )  
is a seminorm. In the same way, if x0 is a fixed point on [a, b], and Co = {fEF / f (xo)=O},  then 
Co is a vector space and 
S:Co , ~ 
f , S ( f )  
is a norm. The normed space (Co, S) is studied in [4], and it is shown that (Co, S) is a Banach space. 
The density of polynomials in Co, it is shown in [4], in fact, if p, denotes the best approximation 
of f on H, with the uniform norm, then 
S( f  - p.) = S( f )  - ~(E~( f )  - E . ( f ) )  --- S ( f )  - ~ Ek(f)  + nE.(f), 
k<n k<n 
and l imS( f  - Pn) = lim nEn(f). On the other hand, S( f )  < ec implies lim nE,( f )  = 0. Hence, 
lim S( f  - p~) = O. 
If f has a zero on [a, b] then [I f -< 2sff). Then the convergence with regard to norm S in 
Co implies the uniform convergence. The converse is not true. Consider for instance f~ = (T , /n) -  
(T~/n)(O) in C0[-1, 1], where x0 = 0. Then S( f~)= 1 and (jr,) converges uniformly to zero in 
[-1,  1]. 
It is very interesting in certain applications to find out computable bounds of S(f) .  The objective 
of this paper is to obtain some special bounds of S( f )  in terms of the values of S( f )  and its 
derivatives. For this purpose the Bemstein polynomials are used. We show that if f is a continuous 
function on [0, 1] and B~f designates the nth Bernstein polynomial of f then B, f  converge to f 
with the norm S. This result establishes something new on the convergence of Bemstein polynomials 
and implies that lira S(B~f)=S(f) .  This is used to establish a type of computable and useful bounds 
which involves only values of f and its derivatives. 
2. Convergence of the Bernstein polynomials in the norm S 
The well-known Bernstein polynomials 
k=O 
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for a function defined on [0, 1], have the property of convergence in the uniform norm if f is 
continuous on [0, 1]. In this section we prove the convergence in the norm S of Bernstein polynomials 
for continuous functions of convergent minimax series. 
Lemma 2.1. I f  g E C[0, 1], then Ek(B.g) <. Ek(g) (Vk < n). 
Proof. Let Pk be the best approximation of g on/-/k in the uniform norm, 
[[ g -  P~ I1~ =Ek(g) 
Bn Pk is a polynomial of Hk, see [ 1], then 
Ek(B.g)<<. II B,g -Bnpk  = II Bn(g - Pk)I1~ II g - [] 
Lemma 2.2. Let f be a polynomial, then Bnf  s ~ f .  
Proof. Let f be a polynomial, m= degree of f .  In the finite-dimensional space 
I-tOm = {p E Elm: p(xo) = 0}, 
the norms S and 11 11o~ are equivalents. Then there exist two constants kl and k2 > 0 such that 
kl [1 B. f  - f - (B . f  - f )(xo) [[o~ <~S((BnU - f - (B . f  - f ) (xo))  = S(B . f  - f )  
~<k2 11B.f - f - (B . f  - f )(xo) 11oo 
~<2k2 [[B,U-  f [1o~, Vn 
and the uniform convergence of B, f  to f implies the convergence in the norm S. [] 
Lemma 2.3. I f  g E C[0, 1], then S(B,g) <<. S(g), Vn = O, 1, 2 , . . . .  
Proof. 
S(nng) = Z Ek(nng) <~ Z Ek(g) ~< S(g). [] 
k<n k<n 
Theorem 2.4. Let f E C[O, 1] with S ( f )  < c~. Then the sequence of Bernstein polynomials o f f  
converges to f in the norm S. 
Proof. Let f E C[0, 1] with S( f )  < c¢. Then there exists a polynomial p such that 
8 
S( f  - p) < ~. 
By Lemma 2.2, 3no E N 
S(p -  Bnp) < 3, Vn >1 no, 
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and by Lemma 2.3, we have 
g 
S(Bnp - Bn f )  : S (Bn(p  - f ) )  <~ S(p  - f )  < - .  
3 
Then 
S( f  - B , f )  <~ S( f  - p) + S(p  - B ,p)  + S(B,,p - B,,f)  < -~ + ~ + -~, Vn >1 no [] 
Corollary 2.5. I f  f E C[0, 1] and S( f )  < c~, then S( f )  = lim S(Bnf ). 
3. Boundedness of S(f) on [0, 1] involving values of f and f '  
[o, 1] Lemma 3.]. Vt C I~,S(x t) <~ ~t on 
Proof. Note that Eo(x t) = ½, and Eo(x t) >>. El(X t) /> ..- ~> Et_l(xt), and Ek(x t) = 0, (k ~> t). [] 
Theorem 3.2. Let f E C(1)[0, 1] with S ( f )  < ~.  I f  Atf(O) >i 0, t=0,  1,2 . . . . .  where the differences 
have been computed from the functional values at O, 1/n, 2In,... n/n, then 
f'(1) 
S( f )  <~ 
2 
Proof. The Bernstein polynomials of f can be expressed in the form 
t=O 
(see [2, p. 108]). Then 
S(B,,(f  ,x)) <~ At f(O) S(x t) <~ E At f(O) ~, (3.1) 
t=0 t : l  
Note that 
t=l 
if f E C(1)[0, 1], then (B , f ) '  converges uniformly to f '  on [0,1]. In particular, (B, f ) ' (1)  > f ' (1) .  
Taking limits in (3.1) we obtain 
f ' (1 )  
S( f )  = lim S(Bnf)  <~ - -~ [] 
Proposition 3.3. Let f E CO)[0, 1] with S ( f )  < c~. I f  Atf(O) >~ O,t = O, 1, 2, . . . ,  with the same 
meaning as before. Then 
S( f )  <~ f ' (1 )  - ½(f(1) - f (0)) .  
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Proof. Note that S(x t) ~ t -  ½, then 
S(Bn(f,x))<<. £At f (O) ( ; )S (x t )  << . £At f (O) (7  ) ( t - l )  • 
t=l t=l 
On the other hand, 
n ( ) 






S(Bn(f,x)) <~ (Bnf ) ' (1 ) -  ½( f (1 ) -  f(O)), 
S( f )  ~- lim S(Bnf) <~ f ' (1 )  - ½(f(1) - f (0) ) .  [] 
Proposition 3.4. Let f E C (1)[a, b] and S( f )  < c~. I f  Atf(a) >>. O, t = O, 1,2,..., where the differences 
have been computed from the values at a, a + (1/n)h, a + (2/n)h, a + (3/n)h . . . . .  a + (n/n)h, with 
h = b - a, then 
S( f )  <~ (b -  a] f ' (b)  
" 2 ' 
and 
S( f )  <<. (b - a)f ' (b) - ½(f(b) - f (a)) ,  
Proof. Let g(t)  = f (a  + th), t E [0, 1]. Then, these inequalities follow from the above results taking 
into account hat 
S[a,b](f) = S[o , l ] (g ) ,  f (a )  = g(O), f (b )  = g(1) g'(1) = (b - a)f ' (b) [] 
Next, we will study the case of an analytic function f on an interval [ - r ,  r], r > O. To fix ideas, 
we will start with r = 1. We have 
Proposition 3.5. I f  f ( t )  = ~n~o an tn with ~n~o [an I n < oo, and g(t) = ~n%o I an [ tn then 
g'(1) 
S( f )  <~ -- - f -  
Proof. 
S( f )  ~ ~ l a~ l S(xn) ~ £1an l n _ g'(1) 
2 2 n=l n=l 
[] 
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Proposition 3.6. I f  f ( t ) ~ n = En=0 ant with En°°__o [an I n < oo, and g(O = En=0 I an I tn then 
S( f )  <~ g'(1) - ½(g(0) - g(1)). 
1 then Proof. Taking into account hat S(x ~) ~< n - 
o~ 
S( f )  <<. ~ ] an [ (n -1  _ 5) - g'(1) - ½(g(1) - g(0)). [] 
n=l  
As an ilustrative xample, let us take f (x )= e x and [a,b] = [-1, 1]. Thus, from Proposition 3.4, 
we have 
3 1 --1 S(e x) ~<2e-½[e-e  -1 ] : :~e+~e . 
On the other hand, since f is an analytic function, by Proposition 3.6, for [a, b] = [0, 1], we can 
deduce the following estimation: 
S(e x) ~< e -  ½(1 -e -1 )=e+e -1 1 
2" 
Note that now f = g. 
Finally, by Proposition 3.5, one has 
1 S(e x) ~< ie- 
To conclude, for the general situation [-r,r], the following holds: 
Proposition 3.7. I f  f ( t )  oo n = En=0 ant with ~n~=o I an I nrn < oo, and g(t) = Zn~=o I an I tn then 
S( f )  <~ ½rg'(r), 
S ( f )  <~ rg'(r) - ½(g(r) - g(0)). 
Proof. Let F(t) = f(rt) ,  G(t) = g(rt)t E [-1,  1]. Then these boundedness follow from Propositions 
3.5 and 3.6 taking into account hat 
S[_r,r](f)=S[_l,1](F), f (0 )=F(0) ,  f ( r )=F(1)  and G'(1)=rg'(r) .  [] 
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